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Student Union Board of Directors
First row: left to right: Lee Cree, Ruth Dalzell, Harry 
McNeil, President of Student Union, Maxine Arm­
strong, Carol Elliot.
Second row: Miss Marion Beckwith, Faculty Advisor, 
Winn Robinson, Gordon Ridell, Forest “ Skip” Lit­
tle, Miss Priscilla Rabethge, Faculty Advisor.
Back row: Mr. Richard Ringrose, Faculty Advisor, Ross 
Seymour, Dean Sackett, Administration Represent­
ative, Mr. Harry H. Hall, Faculty Advisor.
Three members missing from picture: Mrs. Phyllis Mac 
Donald, Director, Durham Notch Hall, Arthur Cole, 
student rep., Neil “Ned” Glynn, Stud. Council Rep.
R e c e n tly  E le c te d  S U  C h a irm e n  
Fo rm  N e w  Board o f  D irec to rs
On January 6 the old Board of D i­
rectors of the Student Union met for 
the last time to welcome the newly 
elected chairman who form the new 
board. Harry McNeil, who was chos­
en the representative of the old board, 
was elected president for the year 
1949, replacing Joe Sulham, president 
for 1948. Gordon Reidell and Maxine 
Armstrong were elected vice-president 
and secretary respectively. Chairman 
of Finance, “ Skip”  Little automatical­
ly  became treasurer, replacing Sidney 
Aliber.
Club Service elected Maxine Arm ­
strong to replace Harry McNeil as 
chairman. One of the Student Union’s 
busiest committees, Club Servicfe has 
maintained games and equipment, and 
the Student Union office, seeing that 
it was staffed at all times.
Library Exhibit Features 
Work of N. H. Art Group
Paintings by members of the New 
Hampshire Art Association are on dis­
play in an exhibition at the University 
o f New Hampshire’s Hamilton Smith 
Library.
The exhibition includes 38 paintings 
which were done by members of the 
Association in 1948. Some of the 
paintings in the modern class were 
“ Fishermen” , Kurt Raes'h, “ Pica-Cot- 
ta” , Ralph Scarlett, and “ Structural 
Expansion” , Jeannette Genius. Deal­
ing with the more usual type of work 
—• still life, portrait, and landscape — 
were “ Myrna” , Anita Carr, “ Crescen­
do” , Ralph Booth, “ Connecticut Val­
ley” , Omer Lasconde, and “ Autumn 
Theme” , John W . Chandler.
The paintings will be on display un­
til January 31, 1949.
University Concert Choir 
Carried by Mutual Radio
A  coast to coast broadcast for the 
University’s concert choir is scheduled 
for Saturday, January 29, from 4 to 
4:30 p.m. The Mutual Broadcasting 
System will carry the program, which 
will originate from Murkland Audito­
rium through the facilities of W H E B  
in Portsmouth or from Yankee Net­
work headquarters at W N A C  in Bos­
ton. Prof. K arl.H . Bratton, head of 
‘ the Music Department, will direct the 
60-voice choir. Included on the pro­
gram will be selections from Handel 
and Richter.
Student Service elected Leigh Cree 
in place of retiring Arthur Cole. This 
year the committee has established a 
transportation pool, baby sitting, tu­
toring, typing, and book exchange 
services.
Social Recreation has chosen Gor­
don Reidell to replace Elwin “ Tage” 
Taylor. Throughout the year they 
have given frequent dances, all free, 
with refreshments, and have presented 
several community sings.
Cultural Recreation has elected W in 
Robinson to replace Celia Brock as 
chairman. This year, through the ef­
forts of Cultural Recreation, Dr. H ol­
den gave an informal lecture, Donald 
E. Steele gave a recital, and a Talent 
Show was presented.
Commuters decided upon Frank Ro- 
bie to replace Jean McNeil. This 
committee has had commuters fill out 
cards to inquire about receiving TH E  
N E W  HAM PSHIRE, and to formu­
late a mailing list for campus activi­
ties. They have also made efforts to 
establish a transportation pool for 
commuters who wish to attend cam­
pus functions.
Publicity elected Ross Seymour to 
replace Jane Black as chairman. The 
Publicity committee conducted a
Council Elects Glynn 
As New President
Neil Glynn of New Durham, New 
Hampshire,, was elected president of 
the University Student Council at a 
meeting of the group held in Notch 
Hall, Wednesday, January 12. Car­
men Ragonese of Bridgeport, Conn., 
was elected to the vice-presidency.
The newly appointed officers will 
fill out the unexpired terms of Jack 
Lawson, former president, and Foxy 
Keating.
During the business meeting, the 
Council voted to present gold foot­
balls to squad members of the 1947 
Wildcat team who remained on the 
team’s roster at the completion o f the 
season.
A  unanimous vote to award similar 
trophies to outstanding varsity athlet­
ic teams was recorded. Outstanding 
accomplishments, comparable to that 
of winning the Yankee Conference 
grid title this year, will merit the 
award.
A  third proposal was accepted to 
present keys as official recognition of 
services rendered by all present mem­
bers of the Student Council.
membership drive, including a rally 
and dance early in the semester, and 
has conducted publicity for the entire 
Student Union.
C o lle g e  C h e s t Plans $ 1 5 0 0  
G o a l fo r W e lfa re  Fund  D rive
With the idea of contacting all stu­
dents, faculty members, and adminis­
tration officials in mind, the College 
Chest Fund Drive will open its an­
nual campaign for funds on February 
8.
Actijve solicitating is expected to 
meet the $1500 goal, with each donor 
being urged to contribute a minimum 
of one dollar to the campus’ only di­
rect solicitation of the school year.
Proceeds from the drive will be 
forwarded to state and national wel­
fare organizations selected by the 
Chest Fund Committee. Contributors 
are given the opportunity of ear­
marking their donations to any one of 
ten agencies already chosen to Share 
in the drive’s receipts.
Organizations which will benefit 
from this year’s drive include: W orld 
Student Service Fund, Pax Romana,
United Jewish Appeal, American 
Friend Service Commission, N. H.
Children’s Aid Society, N. H. Tuber- 
culisis Society, the State Society for
Adams Announces New 
Memorial Union Board
Veteran’s Cap and Gowns
Veterans completing graduation 
requirements this semester are ask­
ed to call at the Bookstore to sign 




A  proposed meeting of the Liberal 
Club which would have brought Mr. 
Emanuel Blum, Chairman of the Com­
munist Party of New England, to the 
campus as a featured speaker on “ Ci­
vil Rights” was barred use of all Uni­
versity assembly rooms this week in 
an “ un-written” law decision passed 
on by Dean Ruth W oodruff.
Members o f the Liberal Club’s ex­
ecutive committee were refused Uni­
versity facilities last Thursday eve­
ning for the meeting which was to 
have included John Connors, Univer­
sity student, Professor David Long 
of the faculty, and Mr. Blum, in a dis­
cussion of civil rights in the Post W ar 
Period.
In banning assembly rooms to the 
student organization, Dean W oodruff 
stated that since one of the speakers 
was to be Mr. Blum, “ your meeting 
does not conform to the University’s 
policy on non-partisanship” . Dean 
W oodruff also said that the decision 
(continued on page 8) *
Official Notices
A ll students are responsible for knowledge 
o f notices appearing here.
Preparation Day, Saturday, Jan­
uary 22, will be ' Preparation Day 
preceding final examinations. No 
classes will be held on that day.
New-Type Athletic-Identification 
Ticket. Beginning February 7, the 
combination Athletic Ticket-Identi- 
fication Card will be in use. Please 
read the directions on the card 
carefully. The new card will 
serve for: admission to home ath­
letic contests, identification at the 
Library and at Notch Hall, a 
bookstore card for veterans.
Comprises Cross Section 
Of Students, Faculty, 
Alumni, Administration
President Adams announced today 
the Board of Trustees’ selections for 
the Memorial Union Planning Com­
mittee.
The purpose of this committee is to 
formulate and institute the broad poli­
cies of a program designed to bring 
to the University campus a modern, 
well-equipped Memorial Union Build­
ing.
The committee has engaged the ser­
vices Of Porter Butts, Planning Con­
sultant and Director of the University 
o f Wisconsin Student Union. His 
preliminary report, already before the 
Memorial Union Committee, will act 
as a framework and guide for the 
committee in implementing their 
program.
The committee, carefully selected to 
obtain the greatest possible cross- 
section of University opinion, is com ­
posed equally of students and other 
interested groups, such as faculty, 
alumni and administration.
Selection of committee personnel 
has been on the basis of official ca­
pacity in order to insure the necessary 
continuity required to carry out such 
a long-range program.
By taking into careful account the 
factors of continuity and representa­
tive opinion; the selection of commit­
tee members has thus been laid on a 
solid and enduring foundation, which 
is the best insurance for making the 
program a success.
Representing the students, for whom 
the Memorial Unjon Building will be 
built, are: Neil Glynn, president, Stu­
dent Council; Audrey Parker, presi­
dent, A W S ; Harry McNeil, president, 
Student Union; Leo F. Redfern, edi­
tor, The New Hampshire; Neil Glynn, 
president, Class of ’49; Charles Long, 
president, Class of ’50; Russell Page, 
president, Class of ’51; and Donald 
Tibbetts, president, Class of ’52.
Representing other interested parties 
are: Perley I. Fitts, Chairman, ’20, 
Board of Trustees; William T. Call, 
’ 13, president, Alumni Association; 
William L. Prince, ’30, Executive Sec­
retary; James G. Conklin, College of 
Agriculture; Herbert J. Moss, College 
of Liberal Arts; Austin H. W elch, 
(continued on page 8)
Kampus Kitten
Crippled Children and the Division of 
Cancer Control, the Salvation Army, 
and the Negro Student Service Fund.
The Negro Student Service Fund 
is the most recently added beneficiary 
of the Chest Drive, and its funds are 
used to promote scholarship opportu­
nities for needy Negro students. The 
broad purpose of the agency is to 
“increase the opportunities for Ne­
groes seeking higher education”. In 
selecting this agency to be a recipient 
of the campaign’s funds, the Commit­
tee agreed that its purpose is, in its 
broadest sense, concerned with the 
whole national welfare, and is as 
closely related to our University as a 
program can be.
The first solicitor’s meeting will be 
held this evening, Jan. 20, in the Pine 
Room  of Ballard Hall at 6:30 p.m. All 
solicitors are urged to attend this im­
portant meeting, as the 1949 campaign 
is to be centralized around the work 
of an exhaustive solicitation drive.
Photo by Bob Fitzsimmons
Nancy Brackett
Nancy Brackett, a familiar ‘figure’ on campus, is The New Hampshire’s 
Kampus Kitten of the week. Nancy, last year’s Carnival Queen and U N H ’s 
female Saturday night broadcaster over W H EB , is known for the charm and 
pulchritude she spreads around this territory so freely.
As for vital statistics: Eyes, green; Hair, brunette; Height, 5'4"; Weight, 
133; Home town, Portsmouth; Major, English; Class, 1950; Organizations, 
O.C., SCM, Alpha Chi, Granite; Gloves, size 7; Stockings, size 9.
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Carnival Group Releases Plans; 
Seek Support of Student Body
The Winter Carnival Committee 
has announced that plans are proceed­
ing on the scheduled carnival week­
end slated for February 17, 18, 19, and 
20 and that an ice show, a snow brawl, 
a parade, and a glee club concert are 
already listed as tentative events for 
the University’s major winter social.
A  meeting has been called for Jan­
uary- 21, to be held in Murkland 24, 
to enlist all students interested in be­
coming heelers. Highlights of the 
meeting will include explaining the 
work already out-lined, assigning pro­
jects and the actual enrolling of car­
nival heelers for the busy week-end 
activities.
The Carnival Committee is quoted 
as follows: “ Winter Carnival time is 
nearly upon us and the big question 
is, do we ski or swim? In previous 
years we have had plenty of that white 
stuff before carnival only to see it run 
down the streets when the big week­
end came ’round. This year looks like 
a green year all the way. Your Car­
nival Committees have bedn working 
on the plans and arrangements since 
last November and have lined up a 
big week-end of fun. W e will have 
everything from the Ball to an ice show 
and a Sunday afternion concert by the 
Men’s Glee Club. W e are still trying 
to find the weather man, but it looks 
as though he has resigned. Anybody 
wish to apply for the job?
Tentative Program
“ The Carnival program is only ten­
tative and is subject to change due to 
weather conditions. As it stands now 
the weekend starts Thursday night 
with the Installation and Parade of the 
Queen, a basketball game, movies at 
The Franklin and the Snow Brawl 
Dance. Classes end Friday noon and 
skiing and snowshoeing events plus a 
varsity basketball game are to be held 
that afternoon. Friday night is the 
Carnival Ball and the crowning of the 
Queen. The Carnival-goers are in­
vited to spend Saturday afternoon 
watching a Varsity and a J.V. hockey 
game and the final ski events. That 
evening the annual Ice Show will go 
on ice. The program includes a com ­
plete show by an outstanding New 
Hampshire skating club, a novelty 
hockey game between the Senior Skulls 
and Mortar Board, and an act by 
Russ Mullen. For the still enthusias­
tic an all-day ski trip will begin Sunday 
morning. The prizes for the ski events 
will be awarded Sunday afternoon at 
a concert given by the Men’s Glee 
Club.
Carnival Committees
“ The Carnival committees follow : 
Carnival chairman, Dick Grossman; 
Carnival Ball, Sam Goodhue, chair­
man, Peg Willard, Gene Boccard, 
Norma Perkins, Ginna Quinn, Dick 
Mansfield, Ted Natti; Installation and 
Parade, A1 Hood, chairman, Reetie 
Jordan, Mim Miner; Basketball Game 
and Snow-Brawl Dance, Hal Manion, 
Lee Currier; Ice Show, Bill Metcalfe, 
chairman, Bill Slanetz, Pris W inslow ; 
Skiing events, Mont Wuerslin, chair­
man, Shorty Lange, Armund R oy; 
Tickets and Programs, Fred Pitman; 
Phyllis Karpinski; Movies, Forrest 
Miner; Prizes, Lloyd HawJkinson; 
Heelers, Betty Ahern; Lighting, Bill 
Gabriel, John Simpson; Publicity, 
Fred Browning.”
Why don’t we invite the frozen 
Floridians up to spend the Winter in 
Sunny New Hampshire?
Daeris Restaurant
478 Central Avenue 
Dover, New Hampshire
Poultry Dept. Head 
Granted Leave for 
Travel and Study
Professor T. Burr Charles, head of 
the University poultry department, 
has been granted a six-months leave of 
absence, his second in twenty-years of 
work at the college, to study new de­
velopments in the poultry industry of 
other states.
Prof. T. Burr Charles
Professor Charles will leave the cam­
pus on February 1, on the first leg 
of a journey which will carry him as 
far south as Florida and as far west 
as Colorado. Early visitations will 
cover the eastern seaboard states and 
agricultural experiment stations which 
are now conducting poultry research.
In the Delaware, Maryland and Vir­
ginia broiler areas, he will study the 
operations of the hatcherymen and 
poultry raiserfe who provide a large 
market for the hatching eggs "and baby 
chicks produced in New Hampshire. 
Professor Charles also plans to confer 
with poultry scientists at the U. S. 
Department of Agriculture’s research 
center at Beltsville, Maryland.
In July, Professor Charles will at­
tend the annual meeting of the Inter­
national Baby Chick Association at 
St. Louis, Missouri, visiting experiment 
stations and poultry growers on the 
way. While in the mid-west, he plans 
to visit the broiler area that has been 
developed recently in Arkansas.
The trip will be Professor Charles’ 
first extended absence from the campus 
since 1930 when he attended the 
W orld ’s- Poultry Congress in London 
and traveled in Europe.
Head of the University poultry de­
partment since J928, Professor Charles 
has been instrumental in doubling the 
size of his department and aiding the 
state in becoming an outstanding 
source of high-quality poultry stock
He played an important role in the 
efforts to get the Granite State’s own 
breed, “ New Hampshire’s” recognized 
as a standard breed in 1935, and as­
sisted poultrymen in organizing the 
R.O .P. Association, which gives 
growers official recognition for breed 
improvement; and in founding the New 
Hampshire E gg Auction.
Meader’s 
[ Flower Shop
1 Flowers for all occasions 
Corsages a specialty
Phone 158 
H 10 Third St. Dover, N. H.
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Gordon Brown and Carlotta Dondero
This is the last column till after 
exams, if we’re lucky enough to be here 
then. . . . Seems as though the Alumnus 
is featuring famous men. Last month’s 
issue has Prexy Adams in the cover, 
while this month it was Phi D U’s Bob 
Crory and Theat Kap’s Tom  Buckley. 
Not only that, Buckley and Crory can 
be seen all through the magazine. 
P. S. If any one has any extra copies 
of the Alumnus, they’d appreciate it 
if they could have them. . . . The 
H odgdon’s were a lot of fun on the 
successful hayride that Theta U had 
last Friday night. The only thing is 
that all the hay was at one end of the 
wagon, while the corn was at t’other 
end. . . . Phi Alipha’s new pledges in­
clude: Sam Borwick, Leland Bradbard, 
Kenneth Braverman, Gerald Carmen, 
A1 Cohn, Bernie Delamn, Joe Harris, 
Stan Isenstein, Henry Wharfen, A1 
Lipson Norm Lumian, Channing M or­
rison, Julius “ Bub” Millman, Sam 
Shipley, Bert Silver, and A1 Silverman 
. . . . While AGR has pledged Fred­
erick Bardwell, Stanley Byczkowski, 
Charles Eastman, Robert Fancy,
Gerald Farrington, Harold Fuller,
Thomas Haun, Paul Holbrook, James 
Goldsmith, Raymond Marshall, Henry 
McCrillis, Leland Towle, Robert Thi­
bodeau, Frederick Roberts, Stuart
Sherburne, Glendon Stetson, Roger 
Van de Meulebroecke, and Robert 
Yeaton. . . . Phi Mu Delta’s new of­
ficers include President James Watson, 
1st Vice President Hugh Cassidy, 2nd 
Vice President Paul Hebert, and Sec­
retary Herb Wheeler. . . .  A  speedy re­
covery to Alpha Chi’s pledge Pat 
Coombs who underwent an appendec­
tomy recently. . . . Conversation over-
Colby Postpones 
O .C . Weekend
An invitation received last week by 
the Outing Club for fifty male skiers 
to spend a weekend at Colby Junior 
College has been postponed. This 
outing, led by A1 Hood, was to have 
included skiing, dinner and dancing. 
Due to a misunderstanding between 
Colby students and administration, 
there was a conflict of programs for 
January 22nd. Outing Club President 
A1 Shattuck received the following 
letter this week:
Dear Al,
I ’m most sorry to tell you that 
the administration has planned 
something for the weekend of the 
22nd. W ithout our knowing it, 
they planned a ski conference. 
Three members of your University 
are coming, but there is no room 
for any more.
W e ’d love to have you again, 
and I ’ll write another note to see 




head in front of Theta Chi recently. 
Tw o dogs were speaking and one said 
to the other: “ Looks like we won’t do 
much on snow sculptures this year.” 
. . . . Marriage: Alpha Chi’s Marge 
(continued on page 4)
I DC Votes to Give 
Snow Sculpture Cup
At a recent weeting of the Inter- 
Dormitory Council, held Wed., Jan. 12, 
at the Notch, it was unanimously voted 
by the Council members to award an 
ID C Cup for snow sculpturing at win­
ter carnival. This cup will be awarded 
in conjunction with the Outing Club 
Cup and will be presented at the same 
time as the Outing Club award. The 
ID C award, however, will be given 
only to a men’s dorm.
If the OC award is given to a fra­
ternity, and a dorm receives honorable 
mention, that dorm will be eligible to 
the ID C cup. If a dorm wins the OC 
Cup, that same dorm will be eligible 
for the ID C cup also.
This subsidiary award is given for 
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Formerly E. R. McClintock 
Watchmaking, Engraving, and Jewelry Repairing 
Dover, N. H. Rochester, N. H.
It Troubles Trouble
Th is  newly developed electronic tester looks for trouble . . . discovers trouble before it becomes 
serious. With it, every telephone line in a Central 
Office can be checked and tested at the rate of 
5,000 per hour. Breaks and weaknesses in wire in­
sulation can be spotted miles away and the trouble 
eliminated before it interferes with telephone 
service.
In the telephone business the search never ends 
for new equipment and new methods that will help 
make good service even better and keep it low in 
cost. That’s why America enj’oys the finest tele­
phone service in the world.
BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM I
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Letters to the Editor
Wanted: College Humor Smoking Hazards
Changing Horses
T o the Editor:
I would like to express my surprise 
on seeing a certain item in the lower 
right-hand corner of page 5 of last 
week’s issue. As long as I can re­
member, it is 'the first good joke I have 
seen in this paper.
In view of the fact that U N H  has 
no humorous magazine such as the 
V oo  D oo of M IT , Lampoon o f Har­
vard, or Jack-o-Lantern o f Dartmouth, 
the only outlet for humor is The New 
Hampshire.
I do not believe that the amount o f 
humor in its pages is enough. T o  il­
lustrate my point, let’s take last week’s 
issue. Mr. Haselton’s apparently hu­
morous article on sports, the above 
mentioned joke, and a somewhat fa­
cetious article on your back page con­
stituted your total attempt at gaiety.
The rest of the paper consists of 
notices and articles— some of which are 
timely and even interesting. A  few of 
the articles could certainly be replaced 
by more humorous attempts. T o  be 
sure, this humor does not always have 
to be as ris.que as the joke in the last 
issue, nor does it have to be original. 
They just have to be funny.
So here’s hoping that the students 
of U N H  will get some fun for their 
money.
Richard Van Lunen 
(Ed. note: W e agree on the need for 
a campus humor magazine!)
T o  the Editor:
I would like to call attention to a 
danger that is probably unrealized by 
those whose actions make it imminent. 
As one makes his way to class through 
crowded hallways and up and down 
stairs, he frequently brushes against 
someone with an arm hanging by his 
side, and a cigarette dangling careless­
ly from his fingers. At the very least, 
such negligence could result in ciga­
rette burns on another’s clothes, with 
other, more serious, dangers easily 
imaginable.
It is to be hoped that this negligence 
will- be eliminated when more students 
realize that their public smoking habits 
are not only a nuisance but a hazard 
to their fellow students.
Elizabeth Nye
Correction Please !
T o the Editor:
Speaking for the local chapter of 
Students for Democratic Action, I 
would like to correct an article which 
appeared in the New Hampshire Sun­
day News of January 16. The article 
stated that SD A had protested a “ fac­
ulty edict” that no political meetings 
be held on this campus. At no time 
has SD A used the phrase “ faculty 
edict” but has always treated the ad­
ministration’s policy as originating 
from the Board of Trustees.
J. Penn
Critics Comer
Critics Doff Hats Praising 
Mask and Dagger Production
By Bill Bingham and Dottie Flowers
t Congratulatiins to Mask and Dagger 
on a superlative presentation of 
Moliere’s A Doctor in Spite of Himself 
(Le Medecin Malgre Lui) last Thurs­
day and Friday nights in New Hamp­
shire Hall.
Your critics were, if anything, rather 
amused by Mask and Dagger’s reti­
cence about granting them tickets to 
review the Doctor. 'Although we con­
sidered Miller’s All My Sons a poor 
presentation and a poorer play, we 
would like to inform Mask and Dagger 
that we are not confirmed cynics, and 
are perfectly willing to say that both 
the cast and the production staff de­
serve the highest praise for this Moliere 
production. The critics forgive Mask 
and Dagger concerning the tickets,
but they would like to suggest a 
slightly more mature attitude toward 
criticism. . . or flattery.
The setting for A Doctor in Spite of 
Himself is laid in the latter part of the 
17th century, when the medical pro­
fession was still in its infancy and when 
every doctor was a quack at best. 
Sganarelle, the boozy and amorous 
woodcutter of Moliere’s comedy, is not 
a doctor at all and yet comes to be con­
sidered by the people as the outstand­
ing medical intellect of the country. 
Moliere in this farce is humorously 
thumbing his nose at the quackery of 
the 17th century medical profession and 
sharply rebuking the laymen for their 
gross gullibility. .
(continued on page 4)




Prelude No. 24, Op. 28 Chopin
Vincent Luti 
“ Lascia ch’io pianga” Handel
from “ Rinaldo”
Roger Hardy, Tenor 
Marion MacLane, Accompanist 
“ Prize Song” W agner
from “ Die Meistersinger”
Ernest Stevens, Horn 
Capriccio in D Minor Brahms
Phyllis McGowen
Wat J f e a Jiatttpsljtre
Official Undergraduate Newspaper of 
the University of New Hampshire
Published weekly on Thursday throughout the 
school year by the students of the University of 
New Hampshire.
Entered as second class matter at the post office 
at Durham, New Hampshire, under the act o f March 
3, 1879. A ccepted for mailing at special rate of 
postage provided for in section 1103, act o f O ctober 
8, 1917. Authorized Septem ber 1, 1918.
Subscriptions..................... $2.00 per year
E D IT O R IA L  O F F IC E  
Room s 306, 30'7 Ballard Hall 
B U SIN ESS O F F IC E
_______ Room  308 Ballard Hall________
Printed by the Printing Department, 
University of New Hampshire
 Durham, N. H., January 20, 1949
ED ITO R  .................... Leo E. Redfem
BUSINESS MGR  Jim Watson
Since the beginning of this school 
year, student recitals have been look­
ing up. The “ corn”  we had to put up 
with in years past has withered away. 
The recitals have now acquired a so  ̂
phistication and maturity which makes 
it impossible to recognize them as 
other than laudable escplorations into 
serious music. The recital of January 
10 was a little too short, but it is bet­
ter to be on the short rather than on 
the long side. Quality is always more 
appreciated than quantity.
I was more than a little disappointed 
when I learned of the cancellation of 
Prokofieff’s “ March Op. 33.” I had 
been looking forward eagerly to hear­
ing a truly contemporary work at these 
recitals, and I do not know the reason 
for the cancellation. I hope we shall 
hear the Prokofieff on another recital 
in the near future, and also some other 
works embodying the spirit o f  our age.
The Chopin “ Prelude” was played 
with a skill which compelled respect 
and made for enjoyable listening. The 
“ Luscia ch’io pianga” from Handel’s 
“ Rinaldo” went off very well, except 
for the fact that the accompanist’s 
score was somewhat rebellious and in- 
continued on page 8)
W ith  the next issue of The New Hampshire a 
new staff will officially assume responsibility for 
the paper. The com petence of the new staff has 
been tested by the work it has done in the past 
and by the appearance of this issue, which was 
prepared by the new staff under the supervision 
of the old officers.
As retiring editor, I would like to express my 
gratitude to the staff that has helped me during 
the last year and wish the new editor success in 
his undertaking.
The new editor is not inheriting an easy job. 
But it is a job which can be richly rewarding in 
experience. The paper will be only as good as 
he makes it. But he can make it only as good  as 
campus cooperation allows. B.C.N.
Bring Back the Beanie!
Bring back the Freshman Beanie! Bring back 
those rah-rah customs that make college life 
something more than a diploma grind. Bring 
back those colorful and exciting activities which 
linger longer in the mind than the square root 
of debenty-’leben.
Let’s have some fine memories of school days 
that will make us remember college days as some­
thing more than a blank wall of a study room. 
Let’s reinstitute some traditions that will give us, 
and the students yet to come, a sense of belonging 
to this University, this campus, this world of 
learning and youth.
L et’s have those finer customs of the past 
which tend to knit student with student, student 
with class, student with college. W e  don’t have 
to bring back the senseless hi-jinks, the zany non­
sense. But bring back those traditions which 
make participation in college life a privilege and 
a pleasure.
Let’s have a period o f Freshman indoctrination 
each fall that will impress the newcom ers to our 
campus that it is still a privilege to be a college 
student. One of the finest traditions that should 
be brought back is the wearing o f the Freshman 
Beanie.
For those intellectual cusses w ho regard razz- 
ma-tazz with animosity, let them remember that 
the best citizen is not the most learned, but the 
most balanced and well-rounded. A  college 
graduate should be a citizen who is able to con­
duct himself properly and responsibly. W e  be­
lieve that period of indoctrination will assast 
Freshmen in becom ing such citizens.
The long-hairs w ho look down their noses at 
such “ childish” pranks should also remember 
that such activities form the basis for fond, en­
during memories of our alma mater. Memories 
that seniors, such 'as those leaving us soon, will 
cherish in the years to come. Memories that will 
have made their stay here in Durham a rich and 
fruitful one.
So why don’t we bring back the finer traditions 
of our campus and improve student morale. 
Let’s bring back the B eanie!
L .F.R.
Three Hour Exams
Back to three-hour exams again ! Three hours 
instead of two in which to pull one’s hair, bite 
fingernails, and curse the professor. Three hours 
in which to develop writer’s cramp and a bad 
headache.
T o  walk into an exam room with a jumbled 
assortment of insignificant facts defeats the 
whole purpose of education. An exam can be 
more than a ritual. It can provide thought-pro­
voking questions. It can call forth the student’s 
usually unused imagination and creative expres­
sion.
Taking an exam should not be merely a chance 
for student ingenuity in making clever crib- 
sheets. Nor an exercise in sharpening one’s eye­
sight in looking at someone else’s exam book.
An exam, in its true sense, should not be just 
a yardstick for the instructor in determining the 
student’s grade. It should rather be a yardstick 
for the student himself, to measure the extent 
and scope of his own knowledge'.
Preparation Day should be Assimilation Day. 
A  chance to incorporate facts in a broader view.
And three hours to test the student’s ability 
in assimilation. D .E .H .
6 6Boos and Bouquets99
The New Hampshire has not been entirely 
happy that its attempts to offer the usual attri­
butes of our adult counterparts rolling off the 
big-city presses have not been too welcome.
W e will be the first to admit that our abilities 
are often lacking but we believe that our energies 
and endeavors are to be unquestioned. That we 
do not always succeed in our attempts is all too 
often too evident when our little eight-page 
weekly finally “ hits the streets” .
However, we feel that ijnuch is to be gained by 
our experience and, if we attempt to have with­
in our pages those features which are so much a 
part of the professional press, that our efforts 
should be judged in that light.
That other student activities are somewhat 
amateurish is at times quite evident also. If
t
this were not so, the processes of college training 
and experience would hardly be necessary.
W e have been faced with difficulties, nonethe­
less, when we have tried to offer critiques, writ­
ten by aspiring young critics, of some of tjiese 
other undergraduate undertakings.
Our policy has not been to flamboyantly dis­
claim the work, but rather to offer constructive 
criticism as students themselves have deemed 
warranted. N o criticism has ever been proffered 
which has not first been found to be that of the 
general campus attitude.
The controversy has centered about the fact 
that certain student activities are apparently 
sacred and are not to be questioned. . . or com ­
menced upon.
The latest skirmish came when the paper was 
informed that Mask and Dagger did not take 
kindly to providing the press with tickets for the 
critics. H ow ever no direct statement of reason 
was forthcom ing.
It is our honest conviction that if students are 
capable of acting in plays, designing the sets, 
aiding in the direction, handling the publicity, 
and selling the tickets, it is not beyond the allow­
able limit to have students pass personal judg­
ment upon the presentation.
If we are being overly presumptuous we will 
welcom e any criticism for our actions.
B.E.N.
BOOK EXCHANGE Lists Of Books For Sale Lists Of Books Wanted AT THE STUDENT UNION OFFICE
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Hoopsters Lose Two Road Games 
To Bowdoin and Massachusetts
The Wildcat basketball team suf­
fered two more humiliating defeats 
last week when Bowdoin, a 25-point 
underdog at game time, upset the 
Granite Staters 55-45 with a second 
half surge. Then on Saturday night 
the Stanczyk’s suffered a rout at the 
hands o f Mass. State at Amherst by 
64 to 36. It was the fifth straight de­
feat for the aggregation.
Game Close at Half 
Up in Brunswick, Maine, Bub Mill- 
man and Lionel Carbonneau kept the 
Cats in the game at least, until the 
first half came to a close. New Hamp­
shire trailed only 23 to 22 at the in­
termission but adversity came in the 
third quarter. Bill Levandowski was 
fouled out of the game and later Bub 
Millman also committed five person­
als. In fact Haubrich, Katsiaficas and 
Carbonneau all had four and so had 
to play a defensive, rather than an 
aggressive, game.
Pandora tallied 16 points for the 
winners with Prentiss getting 13 for 
second honors. In the end, the Pine 
Tree Staters had scored a 10-point 
victory avenging their 73-37 setback 
in Durham of a year ago.
Mass. State Powerful 
Last Saturday night the Cats were 
never in the game against Mass. State. 
In fact they could only score 13 points 
in the first half. As Katsiaficas_ said, 
“ They couldn’t hit the Atlantic Ocean” . 
New Hampshire took a short lived 
lead on a tally by Millman but White 
made three baskets to give the Massa­
chusetts aggregation a lead they never 
relinquished. He then proceeded to 
break his ankle but the predominantly 
sophomore team was hitting on all 
cylinders and tallied 30 field goals to 
run up their heavy total of 64 points. 
Long had to replace Carbonneau-who 
was out with a chipped bone in his 
ankle and the rest of the New Hamp­
shire team just couldn’t keeip up with 
McCauley who racked up 17 points. 
Line Scores: B O W D O IN  (55) Pan­
dora 6-4-16; Connolly 5-1-11; Leone 
1-3-5; Prentiss 6-1-13; Deane 3-2-8; 
Speirs 0-2-2. Total 21-13-55.
N E W  H AM PSH IR E (45) Carbon­
neau 4-1-9; Rafferty 0-0-0; Katsiaficas 
4-2-10; Stone 1-0-2; Haubrich 2-2-6; 
Harvey 0-0-0; Levandowski 1-2-4; 
Millman 4-3-11; Crompton 0-1-1; Copp 
1-0-2; Total 17-11-45.
M ASSACHUSETTS (64) Gagnon 5-
1-11; Norskey 2-0-4; Ostman 1-0-2; 
White 3-0-6; McGrath 5-1-11; Gold­
man 1-0-2; McCauley 8-1-17; Looney
2-0-4; Johnston 3-0-6; Ryback 0-0-1; 
Total 30-4-64.
N E W  H AM PSHIRE (36) Rafferty 2- 
0-4; Stone 0-0-0; Long 1-1-3; Katsiafi­
cas 4-0-8; Barnes 0-0-0; Haubrich 2- 
2-6; Harvey 0-1-1; Levandowski 1-1-3; 
Stergion 0-0-0; Millman 4-3-11; Cromp­
ton 0-0-0; Copp 0-0-0; Totak 14-8-36.
Winter Track Team 
Opens Against Bates
The winter track team will open its 
campaign Saturday when they attempt 
to duplicate last year’s 65 to 52 vic­
tory over Bates at Lewiston, Maine. 
Coach Sweet still has some capable 
men left despite graduation and will 
be nearly at full strength for the con­
test after a practice meet at Exeter. 
Jack Gamble of Portsmouth who was 
third in the discus and won the high 
jump will be back. His teammate 
Barndollar won the high hurdles and 
40-yard dash last year. Paul Sweet 
was pessimistic as usual claiming that 
statistics show the Cats considerably 
weaker than a year ago.
S M A R T  A T  
S E V E N T E E N
These red leather sandals 
will show off style and 
fashion lit every time you 
buckle them on your pret­
ty feet. Open at toe and 
back with high slender 
heels, only.
S 4 .9 5
Ask To See 
STYLE NO. 2434 
As Sketched
V icto r SUo&i
376 Central Ave., Dover, N. H. 
Tel. 585
Wildcat Pucksters Beaten 
By Military Academy 4 to 3
By Doris Tilton
The U N H  hockey team made its 
debut of the season last Saturday 
against the powerful Black Knights of 
W est Point; despite the fact that they 
were nipped by a 4-3 count the W ild­
cat pucksters showed definite promise 
of giving their fans something to talk 
about if ice ever appears on the Lewis 
Field rink. Bill Fournier, expert 
Sophomore wing, and Sky Berry on 
defense gave the New York Cadets 
plenty to worry about, but three goals 
by Depew of Army produced the hat 
trick and broke the backs of the New 
Hampshire attack.
In the opening seconds Army’s De­
pew caged the disk on a pass from 
Austin at 0:35 but Bill Christie evened 
the count with the aid of Jerry Sleeth 
at the 10:00 minute mark. This 1-1 
tie was short lived, however, because 
Kuyk made a solo shot that once 
more put the West Pointers in the 
van. At the end of the first period the 
New Yorkers still had their narrow 
2-1 margin.
After two minutes of the second pe­
riod W oody Noel knotted the count 
at 2-2 in a pass from Jim Begin. Then
MASK AND DAGGER
^continued from page 3)
Sets were simply and tastefully han­
dled, and the critics would particularly 
like to tip their hats to Virginia Dock- 
ham’s make-up crew for their skill with 
the cosmetics. Sganarelle’s beard was 
a masterpiece.
John Farrell (Sganarelle), Edwin 
Jamback (Lucas), and Jordan Popkin 
(Geronte) deserve the highest credit 
for their acting. Jacqueline and Mar- 
tine, as played by Irene Scroggins and 
Virginia Grider respectively, also gave 
outstanding performances. Kromphold 
and Garside competently played the 
amusing supporting roles of Robert 
and Valere, and although the parts of 
Leandre and Lucinde do not give a 
great opportunity for a display of dra­
matic ability, Walter Fisher and Almira 
Walker were satisfying as the tempo­
rarily indigent suitor and his sweet­
heart.
Did someone on Mask and Dagger 
add the modernly-significant Latin 
terms (such as habeas corpus and
semper fidelis) to Sganarelle’s diag­
noses? W hoever it was, he (or she) 
was inspired. . . also the person (or 
persons) responsible for the bottle of 
“ Quatre Roses” and the quick imita­
tions of modern baseball played by 
Lucas and Valere.
Depew took personal charge and 
scored the two clinching goals at the 
six- and twelve-minute marks respec­
tively. In the closing stanza Bill 
Fournier took the puck on a handoff 
from Jerry Sleeth to make the final 
score read 4-3 in favor of the Black, 
Gray and Gold.
Tufts was due to play here on Tues­
day but at this writing the warm 
weather will once again probably 
cause a cancellation.
(continued on page 5)
GREEK WORLD
(continued from page 2)
Sullivan to Mike Sharp. . . . Diamond- 
ized: Phi Alpha’s Bob Orris to Bea­
trice Levanthal of Boston; AGR’s 
Clem Lyons to Ruth Hayes of Ports­
mouth;; Pinned: Chi O’s Shirley
Lemieux to SAE’s Bruce Barber . . . 
Names to be seen in lights: Theta Chi’s 
Sam Samaha and A1 Ennis whose 
names were entered in the Golden 
Gloves tournament. . . .  It was like old 
times seeing Stella Kyriacipolous at 
Theta U over the week-end. . . . Face 
lifting at T K E with new wall paper, 
paint, and furniture. . . . Saturday night 
Theta Chi’s Gus Nunes flooded their 
skating rink. Sunday he made mud 
pies. . . . Theta U’s pledges had a suc­
cessful tea last week, and Chi O’s 
pledges will act as hostesses at theirs 
on Monday. . . .  A  new patient in H ood 
House is Chi O’s Mary .Ann Herne 
—  with the mumps! . . . And the cor­
sages were lovely that Pi K A gave the 
Chi O’s at their exchange dinner. . . . 
Gerald Ellsworth just wanted to see 
his name in the Greek W orld once be­
fore he graduates. . . . Leighton will 
be out of luck if George Kachavos ever 
decides to leave his car at home. . . * 
And it’s lobsters next week at Sigma 
Beta. . . .
/ / /  ^
BEYOND PE RAD VENTURE, M Y BOY,YOU 
HAVE ASSEMBLED MATERIAL ENOUGH 
TO  COAST TO  A  WIN IN TOMORROW 'S 
DEBATE WITH LITTLEVILLE
f u r t h e r s  w o w
FORENSIC s  pENS|T|ES
d i w o s t h e m e a m  p r o p (f T > W  I’LL DO OKAY-ONLY 
i/L s , TROUBLE IS M Y  
THROAT FEELS ALL 
SMOKED O U T
''AND SO, GENTLEMEN, HRUMPH 
HRUMPH-PARDON M E -IN  MY 
PERORATION I WISH TO 
EMPHASIZE THE 
IRREFRAGABlUTy OF MY 
FACTS- HRUMPH-ULP-ULP 





THAT l§ WHY I REITERATE, IN THE 
WORDS OF THE ILLUSTRIOUS 
EMANCIPATOR: 'AMERICA IS 
THE LAST BEST HOPE OF 
EARTH FOR ALL PEOPLES/
f NEVER SAW 
A STAR DEBATER 
SUFFER SUCH A 
CATACLYSMIC
COLLAPSE/ HE'LL 
BE SUNK FOR 
TH E BIG INTER­
STATE DEBATE
SMOKED SO 
MUCH GETTING MY 
SPEECH  READY 
TH A T M Y  MOUTH 
FEELS STALE AND 




W H Y N O T  CHANGE 
TO  PHILIP MORRIS
THE ONLY LEADING
/WMfWHATA CLEAN" 
FRESH MILD TASTE 
PHILIP M ORRIS
HAVE / MY THROAT 
FEELS TIP-TOP FOR 
THE 8IG INTER-STATE




i TO YOUR 
ICIGARETTE 
HANGOVER
FREDDY YOUR ELOQUENCE WAS 
POSITIVELY EPIDEICTIC I
BOY, YOU WERE TERRIFIC!
1
Our Story Has /4 D/recfMora/:
Behind the playful plot, our intentions are definitely serious: 
we want to p r o v e  to you that p h i l i p  m o r r is  brings you a 
welcome d if f e r e n c e  in  cigarettes.
This p r o o f  is too extensive to be detailed here —but pre­
medical and chemistry students, who will be especially inter­
ested, can get it in published form f r e e , by writing our 
Research Dept., Philip Morris Co., 119 Fifth Ave., N. Y
BUILD YOUR VOCABULARY
FORENSIC — Pertaining to public debate.
DEMOSTHENEAN -  Like Demosthenes, 
fam ous old Greek orator who could 
really "se n d " his hearers.
PERADVENTURE — Possibility o f failure.
PERORATION — Grand finale o f a  
prepared speech.
IRREFRAGABILITY — Power o f enduring 
beyond disproof.
CATACLYSMIC -  Disastrous.
CIGARETTE HANGOVER -  That stale, 
smoked-out taste; that tight, dry feeling 
in your throat due to smoking.
MELLIFLUOUS -  Smoothly-flowing.
EPIDEICTIC — Pleasurably impressive.
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Dart Forced to Quit 
Cat Basketball Squad
By George S. Haselton
A  bitter blow  has been struck to the already punch-drunk New 
Hampshire basketball team. D ick Dart, last year’s high scorer 
with 220 points, has finally decided that he can not continue to play 
basketball. Though he likes the game very much and hates to be 
deserting the team at this time he is forced to. It is not known 
around campus some of the hardships that the players have to go 
through in order to attend the away games especially. Take this 
week for instance. The game on last Tuesday was played at Storrs, 
Connecticut, and the team didn’t get back into Durham until the 
next day.
Studies Suffering 
Dick feels that this is unfair to his 
wife and also hampers his, studying 
which is already on the skids. He 
feels that basketball is really only a 
recreational activity and has tried many 
times before to quit the team due to 
outside pressure. Each time that 
Dick wanted to leave he was per-
name the score against the Cats who 
have lost five straight games. Lionel 
Carbonneau, Dart’s replacement, will 
also be out of the contest and so Long 
will again be a starter. The Uconns 
won by 20 points last year at Storrs 
and should double this margin of vic­
tory now.
On Thursday (today) the strongest 
suaded to continue playing the game -team in this area visits Durham. The 
by Coach Ed Stanczyk who can talk undefeated St. Anselm’s Hawks paced
fast when an important player is at 
stake.
Several wild rumors had it that Dart 
and Stanczyk were no longer on speak­
ing terms and also that he was in 
trouble with his team mates. These 
rumors simply are not true. Dart 
hates to leave —  especially now that 
Stanczyk is faced with the prospect 
of not winning another game all sea­
son.
Journey to Storrs
On Tuesday, the aggregation jour­
neyed to Connecticut where Bartnicki, 
Maloney and Lind were supposed to
by Russ Bastian and Vinnie Martley 
are out to avenge their setback here 
of a year ago. At that time the Cats 
played their best basketball in the en­
tire season to score a stunning upset 
win by 57-52. This year the team can 
only hope. The Hawks are No. 6 in 
New England and also are the highest 
scoring team in the area.
Northeastern Here
Saturday the Northeastern Huskies 
come to Durham for a contest slated 
to follow  the Freshmen affair at 8:30. 
Other starters include Captain Chuck 
Katsiaficas, Bub Millman, Bill Levan-
E x e te r  A c a d e m y  Rallies to  B e a t  
N e w  H am p sh ire  K itte n s  4 2 - 3 5
Exeter Box Score
E X E T E R  (42) —  Etelman 2-2-6; 
Knight 1-2-4; Dretche 0-1-1; Loch 7- 
3-17; W ilson 4-0-8; Milburg 0-0-0; 
Crowley 2-0-4; Brand 1-0-2; Total 17- 
8-42.
N E W  H A M P S H IR E  —  Adams 0- 
0-0; Perocchi 0-2-2; Bagnozi 2-2-6; 
Emma 0-0-0; Stratton 1-3-5; Pucci 5- 
2-12; Dodge 0-0-0; I. Murphy 0-0-0; 
McKelvie 0-1-1; Stenberg 3-3-9; Bell 
0-0-0; Total 11-13-35.
PUCKSTERS LOSE
(continued from page 4)
Line Score 
1st Period— Army: Depew (Austin) 
0:35; U N H : Christie (Sleeth) 10:00; 
Army: Kuyk (unassisted) 2:15.
2nd Period— U N H : Noel (Begin) 
2:50; Army: Depew (Bonfoey) 6:00; 
Army: Depew (unassisted) 12:00.
3rd Period: U N H : Fournier (Sleeth) 
8:15.
UNH 1 1 1— 3
Army 2 2 0— 4
The Big Red of Phillips-Exeter 
Academy made their first paying ven­
ture upon the boards of the Lewis 
Field House in a couple of years last 
Wednesday when they dampened Andy 
Mooradian’s Frosh courtmen 42 to 35 
to reverse last season’s setback at the 
hands of the New Hampshire yearlings.
The Mooradians bolted to an early 
14-4 lead in the first period with A1 
Pucci the heavy hand in the scoring 
column. However, for the second 
straight week, the Kittens booted 
that big advantage down the drain in
the middle sessions and found them­
selves on the sad end as the final gong 
sounded.
From" their early spurt, the W ildcat 
plebes retained a slender one point lead 
at halftime and in the final sessions 
the smooth passing Prepsters rode to 
the fore. Tony Loch of Exeter blasted 
the frosh chances in the closing sec­
onds with a trio of closeups that nailed 
the Exeter triumph by seven points.
On Wednesday night at 7:30 the 
Frosh took on Portland Junior College, 
still seeking their first win of the year.
B R A D ’S
dowski, and Bill. Haubrich or Paul 
Harvey at center slots.
Though many students continue to 
criticize Ed Stanczyk for losing so 
many ball games, it was flatly stated 
by Carl Lundholm that he will stand 
by the coach in all events. This Dart 
affair has roused a lot of criticism 
which even Dick admits is not the 
coaches fault. Stanczyk has offered 
several times to take Dart all the way 
to W entworth Acres to get to his fam­
ily, but in the long run things just 
have not worked out. W hen Dart de­
parted from the team he had scored 
49 points to rank just behind Chuck 
Katsiaficas and Bub Millman for top 
honors. He also had made seven o f 
nine foul shots for a .777 average, the 









Never again such “record” bargains!
More Shirts Value to $4.95 now $2.99
Give-away! Shoe Specials up to $16.95 , 
(Special Table) now $4.97 including Beagle Boots
We Give Up —  O’Coats one-third off 
$55 now $36.95
Suits (we also give up) Special Lot %  Price
More bargains 
Don’t delay
U .S . ARM Y AMD U .S . AIR FORCE 
RECRUITING SERVICE
Up to 62% savings on future record purchases
Buy at Brad’s - College Shop
Brad’s Special -1  week only
These are styles for you — if you want an exciting, new career . . .  a future far and 
above the ordinary . . .  opportunities open 
exclusively to women!
Wearing these, you’ll go places in the new 
Regular W omen’ s ArmyCorps or in the 
United States Air Force.
All these benefits— thrilling travels, free hasic 
living costs, thirty-day yearly vacation with 
pay, rapid promotion, and a generous retire­
ment fund— can now be yours . .  . because 
these fields are a permanent part of the 
Regular Services.
This is an opportunity tailor-made for college 
women . . .  styled for you who would do 
something worth-while. Prestige positions are 
now available in the military Service.
/
Where to go?
Just visit your nearest U. S. Army and U. S. 
Air Force Recruiting Station.
Check these distinguished careers 
with your advisor or college, place­
ment officer,
WOMEN IN THE ARMY
—  enlisted and commissioned
WOMEN IN THE AIR FORCE
—  enlisted and commissioned
NURSES IN THE ARMY
—  as commissioned officers
NURSES IN THE AIR FORCE
—  as commissioned officers
WOMEN MEDICAL SPECIALISTS
—  as commissioned officers
COLUMBIA L-P RECORD PLAYER
Regular Price $29.95 Price this Week $10.95
Makes any Radio an L-P Record Player! !
Modernizes your phonograph for both 
conventional and the new long playing records
Savings alone on future record purchases will pay 
for this player in a very short time
On the new Columbia L-P Records you get these 
additional plus features which no 
other record offers
Finer Tone Quality —  Com­
plete Works on One Record —  
Uninterrupted Music —  Saves 
Storage Space —  More Music 
for Your Money —  Non Break­
able —  Records Play Up to 45 















HISTORY MADE AT 
NIGHT
also
YOU ONLY LIVE ONCE
Thurs. Jan. 20
WORDS AND MUSIC




Geo. Montgomery Ruth Roman 
also
JUNGLE PATROL




Tyrone Power Gene Tierney
Wed.-Thurs. Jan. 26-27
SMART GIRLS DON’T 
TALK „
Virginia Mayo Bruce Bennett
THUNDER IN THE 
PINES
George Reeves Marion Martin
Chum Plum Glum; Univ. Numb 
Ban Bears Chairs; Revolt Flares
By Art Grant
University authorities announced late 
this week that Mr. Europeaus Plum 
had proven himself personally obnox­
ious to University policy and was 
therefore banned from his scheduled 
talk, “ Politics Am ong The Teddy- 
Bears” , which was to have been pre­
sented at the monthly meeting o f the 
Reactionary Club, this Wednesday 
evening.
Undaunted by Dean Moabitess 
Pheasant’s action taken in behalf of 
the administrative gears, members of 
the “ R e-A ct” Club have accepted the 
roles of camus-martyrs and will hold 
their meeting, including the speaker, 
in the local church.
W hen approached by this newspaper 
for a statement on the church’s reasons 
for granting this, Rev. Benedict Grey 
said “ From a religious view-point, the 
church is hardly concerned in this 
affair. However, I am hopeful that the 
meeting will bring forth students who 
have not yet viewed the interior of a 
church.”
Combined action by the Y .P .A . 
(Young Professional Agitators), the 
A .D .A . (Americans for Domestic Acti­
vation), the Y .D .A . (Young Diabolical 
Arsonists), and the Re-A ct club has 
assured the speaker an opportunity to 
be heard, and the action taken by the 
college promises to boost attendance.
Plum Glum
open public elections by a show of 
hands rather than the conventional 
secret ballot. The party’s campaign 
theme was “ Bee A  H oney—Vote Bare” .
The College relied upon the traditions 
and customs of English-speaking 
peoples in forfeiting campus housing to 
the political groups who sought Mr. 
Plum’s appearance and evoked an “ un­
written” law to ban the projected meet­
ing.
Basis for the “ un-written" law pro­
pounded by the University is a “ non- 
guerilla” political edict issued during 
the hectic election year of 1947 when 
political skull-drudgery reached the ex­
tremes of placing Mama Bears against 
Poppa Bears. Off-spring Bears were 
adopted by University Trustees who 
formulated the “ non-guerilla” ban 
aimed at cloaking and preserving the 
cultural society of the bear by indoc­
trinating the younger set with the 
ideals of their parents.
Bared
“ Teddy-Bears” have found them­
selves sunning in the nation’s public- 
opinion spotlight of late, largely due 
to insinuations by the House of Re­
presentatives that the species has taken 
to living in cells of union member’s, 
government official’s, and the rank-and- 
file citizen’s home; which has magni- 
(continued on page 7)
D o r m  D o m g s
By Joan Ritchie
Mrs. Gunning, house mother at Con­
greve South, gave the House Council 
a supper party last Wednesday night —  
much fun. . . Priscilla Field of South 
is home sick with the flu, the girls send 
their best and hope to see her back 
soon. . . The buzzer on the 3 floor of 
South has been out-of-order this last 
week —  so if any of the girls didn’t 
show up for dates, that is the reason!
Paul Geddes has been appointed- 
official community spirit leader of 
Engelhardt in the interest of collecting 
whatever loose coinage available for the 
Community Chest; here’s hoping the 
boys are at least as generous as in­
dicated in the two Care packages they 
now have headed for Berlin’s airlift 
. . . Don O ’Conner of Engelhardt plays- 
a vigorous game of “ Crazy Eights” —  
The occupants in the next room com ­
plain daily.
Schofield held a house-dance last 
Friday night and from all reports, the 
dance was termed a big success, thanks 
to decoration committee. . . Congrats 
to Joan W oodward and Mona Brown 
on 'heir recent engagements.. .  Marilyn 
Philbrook is fast becoming the model 
at Scho. for new-look .in bathing suits.
There’s no place on earth, for study­
ing human nature, like Gibbs Hall. 
For example, we have in our files the 
case of the young frosh who leaped 
from his bed and sprained an ankle.
Carroll Officiates at 
Psi Chi Initiation
New members o f the New Hamp­
shire Chapter of Psi Chi were formally 
initiated in ceremonies held last week 
in the Alumni Room  of N. H. Hall. 
Dr. Herbert A. Carroll, head of the 
Psychology department officiated.
The purpose of Psi Chi, as brought 
out during the ceremony, is to repre­
sent the younger students of psychol­
ogy on campus.
Members o f Psi Chi must be in the 
upper third of their class in psychology, 
and in the upper half in other studies. 
They must have completed a research 
paper in the field, or have attained at 
least twelve hours of credits in psychol­
ogy.
Associate memberships are granted 
to those who have not, as yet, meet the 
required hours or written a research 
paper. Members need not be psy­
chology majors.
I.D.C. to Invite Women 
Representatives to Meetings
A  motion to invite representatives of 
the women’s dormitories on camuus to 
participate in future Inter-Dormitory 
Council meetings highlighted action 
passed on by the monthly meeting o f 
I.D.C. held in Notch Hall, last 
Wednesday evening. The proposal, 
which was accepted, is designed to give 
a better and broader discussion of 
dormitory problems affecting the entire 
student body.
They appointed a committee of its 
members to investigate possible activi­
ties which would aid in building school 
spirit and would also enlarge its pro-, 
gram of recreation for dormitory resi­
dents.
Classified Ads
FOR SALE: 1931 Model A  Ford 4- 
door Sedan. New motor, seat covers. 
S. E. Blanchard, 111 East Hall.
SHOP AT DOVER’S ONE AND ONLY ESSO 
SERVICENTER
Headquarters For Lubrication, Tire And 
Battery Work, and Wheel Balancing
E SSO  S T A T IO N
263 Central Ave. Dover, N. H.
UPTOWN
T H E A T R E
DOVER, N. H.
Mr. Plum intended to speak on 
“ Civil Amenities” and their effect on 
the campaign policies of his organiza 
tion as reflected in the recent elections 
The implications o f Mr. Plum’s speech 
lie below the surface, however, as his 
party supports a platform endorsing
1 ROBERT P. ALIE
4|| Doctor of Optometry
|i| Hour* 450 Central Ave.
9-12 1:30-5 Dover. N .H . §
S| an4 ky Over Liggett’s Drug $Appointment *
Closed Wed. Tel. 2062
95 Eyes examined, prescriptions 
filled and prompt service on re- ^  
pairs of all types.
a ,  g i/ c x y  
yom> lEVEt tea#*/
Luckies’ fine tobacco picks you 
up when you’re lo w . . . calms 
you down when you’re tense!
l.S /M .F  T —lucky Strike Meano Fine Tokacea
Luckies’ fine tobacco puts you on the right level—the Lucky 
level—to feel your level best, do your level best.
That’s why it’s important to remember that L u c k y  S t r ik e  
M e a n s  F i n e  T o b a c c o — mild, ripe, light tobacco that makes a 
thoroughly enjoyable smoke. No wonder more independent tobacco 
experts — auctioneers, buyers and warehousemen — smoke Lucky 
Strike regularly than smoke the next two leading brands combined.
Light up a Lucky! Luckies’ fine tobacco picks you up when you’re 
low, calms you down when you’re tense. So get on the Lucky level 
where it’s fun to be alive. Get a carton and get started today!
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Profs Profile
by Lois Hayes
The New Hampshire has decided to 
renew a series of articles on those il­
lustrious people seen occasionally 
wandering about campus-THE PRO­
FESSOR. Although it is generally 
known how unnecessary they are to 
the really important aspects of campus 
life, it is humbly thought you might 
like to meet a few of them, just to see 
how the other half lives. In view of
FINE FURNITURE 
FOR OVER 50 YEARS





student interest, the first victim is 
Professor David Long of the History 
Dept.
I walked in to interview Professor 
Long with knees shaking, assured I ’d 
seen my nice, solid C in history leav­
ing as I entered.' He w as. sitting at 
his desk, looking especially handsome 
in a brown suit and green tie, and he 
greeted me with a friendly leer. “ Come 
in, come in, and to what do I owe this 
gr-e-a-t honor?” I gulped, and pro­
ceeded to ask him a few questions.
H ow  did you happen to come- to 
U.N.H. Professor Long? He seemed 
stunned, but after toying with the idea 
for a few moments he managed very 
acceptable answer. “ I wanted to get 
into the University field. I was teach­
ing in the Senior School in Bronxville, 
N. Y .” Questioned as to where he’d 
studied and what degrees he held, he 
replied, “ At Dartmouth and Columbia 
Universities. I have a B.A. and M.A. 
and I ’m working on the thesis for my 
doctorate at the present time.”
In an effort to find out what Pror, 
fessor Long thought o f  us, I asked
B A N K ------
WITH YOUR TOWN BANK
EVERY BANKING SERVICE 
SPECIAL CHECKING ACCOUNTS 
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES
D U R H A M  TRUST CO.
3 Madbury Road, Durham, N. H. 
Telephone Durham 10
him for his opinion of the student body. 
A  sly smile spread over his face, “ I ’ve 
enjoyed m y, association with the stu­
dents (ahem) very much.” I hastened 
on to his work here at school and he 
informed me that he taught courses 
in Hist. 1, Hist. 7,8, Diplomatic Hist­
ory, and Ed. Hist., commenting that 
Hist. 7 was his toughest class and that 
the history department “ has, shall I 
say, an abundance of students.” He 
also added in a most charming man­
ner. “ I ’m advisor for the Freshman 
Class, a job which I . e-e-njoy very 
much.”
Then he got serious to speak of the 
student’s attitude, saying it was all he’d 
expected but that he thought more 
out-of-state students would be a fine 
addition to the campus. He commented 
on the lack of visiting talent in the 
cultural program as compared with 
the schools he had attended, although 
he seemed to feel U.N.H. did compare 
favorably with other state universities 
on this score. Slightly dampened by 
these remarks on my beloved school, 
I timidly asked what he thought o f our 
campus. “ O h ,” he murmered, “ lovely, 
lovely. I might say it is of such di­
mensions I ’m glad I have a car and 
pity the students who must walk from, 
shall we say, Grant’s to the Field 
House for a 1:00 p.m. gym. class.” 
Now there’s an understanding heart, 
and in a member of the faculty, too.
By the way Professor Long will 
teach in the 1949 session of Summer 
School, a point of interest to many 
co-eds. They do say the classes are 
smaller ih. summer school, don’t they?
I gripped my remaining courage and 
quavered the momentous question. 
YH ow do you feel about being inter­
viewed for the New Hampshire, Mr. 
L on g?” Many whjte teeth gleammed 
in a cheerful sneer, “ O h„w h at could 
I say but overwhelmed, simply over- 
wh-e-l-med! ”
The Cats Meow  By Carl Siembab
Spirit A ’plenty; Mortar Board, 
Blue Key Asked to Run MERP
Many moons and three snowfalls 
ago I started a quiet agitation favoring 
an upheaval of the present economic 
system on campus. This new order, 
called the Male Economic Recovery 
Plan, has been greeted with enthusiasm 
by the females of Scott, Smith, Scho, 
field, and South. In addition Mayor 
McNair has put his stamp of approval 
on this project and His H onor’s office 
is at present awaiting official approval 
from the moguls at T-Hall. Of course 
they’ll approve it. It’ s what the ma­
jority of the students on campus want 
and this is a free, democratic institu­
tion, etc., etc. W e might just as well 
consider M E R P as here to stay.
O.K. Now we have M ERP. W hat 
we need now is someone to organize 
and run it. W e haven’t heard much 
from Blue Key and Mortar Board 
lately and this project might be just 
the thing for them to sink their fangs 
into. Not only that, but it’ll keep them 
out of mischief for a while. So, what 
do you say, Blue Key and Mortar 
Board? H ow  about a little pressure 
and cooperation?
W e’ve Got The Spirit!
Some people might think that such 
a plan wouldn’t work out on this cam­
pus —  that there isn’t enough student 
spirit to keep it going. Well, I think 
these people might just as well throw 
their fears into the Oyster River be­
cause I know, that there is some spirit 
in our students. And here are a couple 
examples to back me up.
I I  you Rave been standing In line at your newsstand every 
month to get your copy of MADEMOISELLE...
to find that MADEMOISELLE is sold out. . .
. . .  here is what you should do today! Fill in the coupon helovf
and enjoy the next twelve issues of your favorite magazine at less 
cost than if you could buy it at your newsdealer s.
V
MADEMOISELLE has been able to increase its circulation to provide 
a  limited number of subscriptions for college girls but, because of tb e  
great demand for this campus favorite, you should act today.
M a d e m o is e lle  
P. 0 . Box 494 
Elizabeth, N. J.
n  check
Herewith is my □  money order, for which please enter
my subscription to M ad em o iselle  fo r  one year.
* *
Name.......................................... Street................................... .....
City .Z o n e .. .  .State.. . . . . . . . . .  »«»•••♦
College............................................................................................
Rem it: $3.50 in U. S. A .; $4.50 per year in Canada.
There was a line, a mighty line 
Before the Commons door,
And Willie, waiting for his lunch 
W as Number Twenty Four.
But Number Three had twelve good 
friends,
And Number Eight, eleven,
While Willie found to his surprise 
He now was Forty Seven.
And tho the people far up front 
W ere moving quite a lot 
The longer W illie stood in line 
The farther back he got.
This struck the boy  as mighty silly 
But lunchtime never came for Willie. 
“ Syracuse Daily Orange”





$ 200 * 
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College Charm
There’s a sweet, grey-haired, old 
lady living in Dedham Mass. who was 
a dietician in Commons in the early 
1920’s. Whenever I ’m dry and broke 
I hitch a ride down and spend a few 
hours jawing with her and listening 
to the many wonderful tales she has to 
recite about dear, old, U'NH.
One fine Sunday I asked her if she 
thought the students at U N H  had any 
spirit. That’s all she needed. Asking 
her that question was like pulling a 
chain to get a pump working. She 
smiled as she made herself more com ­
fortable in her rocking chair and one 
could see that she was -digging deep in 
the recesses of her mind for scenes of 
campus spirit. Her eyes sparkled as 
she fingered a fros't covered glass. 
Then she started her story.
It was back in the days when there 
was such a thing as Freshmen razing 
and the Sophs were wheels in a way. 
One bright morning, the Frosh were 
tenderly tossed out of their sacks and 
ordered to form ranks on the main 
street. Whatever outer clothing they 
might have been unfortunate enough to 
wear were torn off and their gleaming, 
innocent bodies were painted in a most 
blazing Indian fashion. T h e y , were 
then marched to the railroad station to 
await the arrival of the 1920 version of 
the East Wind.
T o  the present day, whenever old 
time railroad men gather in their bar­
onial cabooses to reminisce over the 
good old days, they shudder and their 
hearts miss beats whenever they think 
of this day; a more eventful day has 
never been added to the annals of the 
Boston and Maine.
It seems that the Freshmen were 
awaiting that train with a purpose. 
They had been transformed from meek 
college boys into fierce, painted Indians 
with a compulsion of mayhem on their 
minds.
Scouts reported the train leaving 
Newmarket and upon receipt of this 
news the Frosh were quickly scattered 
among the boon-docks. A  barricade 
was hastily built across the tracks and 
last minute "details of the Sophomore’s 
fiendish plans were straightened.
The sound of the train whistle 
brought the Frosh into action. Fortu­
nately for the B and M, the engineer 
saw the barricade and was able to bring 
the train to a stop in time, whereupon 
the Frosh immediately descended upon 
it in full force and for three quarters 
of an hour terrorized the passengers 
and crew with brandished clubs and 
m akeshift tomohawks. No deaths 
were reported but there were several 
causualties suffered from shock and a 
few people suffered broken bones in a 
mad attempt to escape through closed 
windows . On the whole everyone en­
joyed this harmless display of college 
spirit and it was reported that an un­
scrupulous Freshmen made quite a 
haul picking pockets.
College spirit? W e ’ve inherited a 
lot of it and we can certainly add a hit 
of our own to this heritage.
CHUM PLUM GLUM
(continued from page 6) 
fied the acute housing situation in 
America. Word has also been spread 
that “teddy-bears” have recently been 
caught eating pumpkins, formally used 




New Hampshire’s Largest Cut Rate Drug Store
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ATTENTION: SOCIAL CHAIRMEN! 
Dance Bands Available For House Dances
Any Types Of Music Can Be Had From Schmantz To Re-Bop
See Or Call 
Arthur “Pappy” Pappathan 
Sigma Beta-5346 
104 Fairchild Hall-8348
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KOSTVAiUAUHnAYER
NATIONAIIEAGUEVOTED
Copyright 1949, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
‘1 always smoke 
Chesterfields because they’re 
MILD and they taste good 
It’s MY cigarette.”  ,
STARRING IN THE ENTERPRISE PRODUCTION
“ NO MINOR VICES”
M A K E  YOU RS T H E  MI L DE R C I G A R E T T E  f M O R E  C O L L E G E  S T U D E N T S  S M O K E  C H E S T E R F I E L D S  T H A N  A N Y  O T H E R  C I G A R E T T E  -  b y  l a t e s t  n a t i o n a l  s u r v e y
Campus Calendar
Thursday, January 20
6:45 p.m. Christian Science Meet­
ing, N. H. Hall 205 
7:00 p.m. Newman Club, Murkland 
Auditorium 
7:00 p.m. University Bridge Club, 
Organization Room 
Officers’ Reserve Meeting, Pet- 
tee 102, 104, 108, 303 
Saturday, January 22 
Preparation Day (There will 
be no classes)
Monday, January 24 
8:07 a.m. Exams begin
Monday, January 31 
7:30 p.m. Chess Club, Durham 
Notch Hall
Thursday, February 3 
4:00 p.m. Exams end 
6:30 p.m. Canterbury Club, Alum­
ni Room
6:45 p.m. Christian Science Meet­
ing, N. H. Hall 205 
Monday, February 7 
4:30 p.m. University Senate Meet­
ing, Murkland Auditorium 
7:00 p.m. Student Council, Organi­
zation Room
7:30 p.m. Chess Club, Durham 
Notch Hall
Tuesday, February 8
3:00 p.m. University Folk Club, 
Murkland Auditorium
7:00 p.m. Contemporary Music F o­
rum, Band Rm., T-H all
7:00 p.m. Mask and Dagger Try­
outs, N. H. Hall, Room  3
Wednesday, February 9
7:00 p.m. A SM E  Meeting, Trophy 
Room
7 :00 p.m. Mask and Dagger Try­
outs, N. H. Hall, Room  3
7:00 p.m. A IM E  Meeting, Conant 
204 J>
Thursday, February 10
6:45 p.m. Christian Science Meet­
ing, N. H. Hall 205
7:00 p.m. Durham Reelers, Pine 
Room
7:30 p.m. Psi Chi Meeting, Trophy 
Room
Friday, February 11
7:00 p.m. A IE E  Meeting, DeMer- 
itt 213
STUDENT RECITAL
(continued from page 3) 
sisted on turning its own pages at in­
opportune times.
The French Horn is an unreliable 
instrument which also takes notions of 
its own now and then. The “ Prize 
Song” from W agner’s “ Meistersinger” 
was performed in such manner that one 
had no doubt that the performer was 
master of his instrument. In fact, Mr. 
Steven’s tone, particularly in the last 
part of the piece, was nothing short of 
beautiful. Brahms’ rather banal “ Ca- 
priccio in D Minor”  closed the pro­
gram. The performance was refined 
and unpretentious, and this made the 
music appear even more attractive than 
it really is.
I hope more people will attend these 
recitals in the future. They are no 
longer disappointments, but truly sat­
isfying experiences.
BASKETBALL
Conn. 66 U NH  37
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Loretta Young Robert Mitchum
Tue.-Wed. Jan. 25-26
UP IN CENTRAL PARK









Bob Montgomery Susan Hayward
Fri.-Sat. Jan. 21-22






T. Mitchell F. Bartholomew
Sun.-Tue. Jan. 22-25




I WONDER WHO’S 
KISSING HER NOW
June Haver Mark Stevens
COMMMUNIST
(continued from page 1)
was not based on any written rules or 
regulations of the University.
Carol Kurtz, a junior and Chairman 
of the Liberal Club, stated, “ The Uni­
versity itself has pointed out the crit­
ical position of Civil Rights today by 
its refusal to our club on the grounds 
that* we are ‘partisan’.”
Tme Liberal Club held the scheduled 
meeting off-campus in the Durham 





Durham Point Road 
Durham, N. H. Tel. 488M
Free pick-up and delivery
A D A  R equests  C am p u s D e b a te  on
F reed o m  o f S ta te
Members of the local chapter of 
Americans for Democratic Action have 
invited Mr. William Loeb, owner of 
the Manchester Union and Evening 
Leader and the New Hampshire Sun­
day News and Mr. Eugene S. Daniell, 
Jr., Mayor of the city of Franklin and 
a member of the State Senate, to hold 
their debate at this University, in the 
interest of political education.
The controversy between Mr. Loeb 
and Mr. Daniel! has aroused great in­
terest in this state. Earlier in the 
month, Mr. Daniell made a speech in 
which he alleged that the newspapers 
of New Hampshire were controlled by 
the public utilities interests. In a suc­
ceeding issue of the Union, Mr. Loeb 
violently denounced Mr. Daniell and 
his speech. Mr. Daniell thereupon 
wrote a letter to the Union in which 
he reasserted his charges and chal­
lenged Mr. Loeb to a public debate. 
Mr. Loeb published the letter and 
stated that he would be very glad to 
debate with Mr. Daniell; but that since 
the Union was the largest public fo ­
rum in the state, with a circulation of 
100,00 he felt that the debate should 
be carried on in the Union. There­
fore, Mr. Loeb invited Mr. Daniell to 
send in his letters with the guarantee 
that all letters would be published as 
long as they didn’t injure a third person.
N ew sp ap ers
However, the Granite State Radio 
Network broadcast, a message over 
their stations disagreeing with Mr. 
Loeb, claiming that they were the 
largest forum, with a listening audience 
of 700,000. The network, therefore, 
invited Mr. Loeb and Mr. Daniell to 
hold their debate over their network.
Shortly after, Mr. Daniell accepted 
the invitation of the Granite State 
Network and A D A . Mr. Loeb, how­
ever, continues to maintain that the 
columns of the Union are the best 
place to hold the debate.
Saturday evening the Northeastern 
Frosh will play the Kittens before the 
| varsity game against the Huskies.
Correction
Due to an error in last week’s 
paper, Exam IX  was announced 
for Tues. Jan. 25. This exam is 
scheduled for Tues. Feb. 1, 8:07-11.
Boston Train
The 9:30 p.m. train from Boston on 
Feb. 6 will stop at Durham so that 
people may get off.
NEW UNION BOARD
(continued from page 1)
College of Technology; Everett Sac- 
kett, Dean of Student Administration; 
and Raymond C. Magrath, U N H  
Treasurer.
The program which is to be formu­
lated by the Memorial Union Com­
mittee will be one of the most com ­
prehensive and intensive ever under­
taken on the campus. It will require 
the full and active participation of 
students, alumni and administration in 
order to realize an adequate, efficient 
Memorial Uniin Building which will 
be a source of service and pride for 
the campus.
Durham Taxi
Tel. 165 or 380 
Hrs. 8 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Local and Out of Town
